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Inthe last years a variable energy (15-100 Mel’) 
ramrackmlcrotronhas beenbuilt attheENEAF-‘rascati 
center, in vkw of FEL and neutral spectroscopY 
appllcatlom. The operation of the machine has needed the 
introductioa of vertical and horixontal colrecnon coils in 
euch return path In this paper the last measures of the 
pufonnances of the accelerator are presented. 

1. INTRODUCl-ION 

l’be ENEA racetrack okrotron (fig.1) was built in the 
Accekrator Laboratories at Fmscati for FEL experiments 
in the inhated region, but it is a m&&~ of considerable 
interest for many other important applicatiom such as 
n-ronspe-=oPY and production of short life 
radioisotope% [ 11. 

fig 1. ENEA RTM: layout 

A detailed description of the various parts of the machiue 
was given in a previous papefl2], but in addition we 
introduced iron screem, correctiog coils and a0 extraction 
magnet in a fixecl position. III table 1 the main parameters 
of the RNRA RTM are shown. 

TABLE 1 
ENEA RTM parameters 

II RFl%quency ) 2.998 GHz 

In the following sections we describe the actual state of 
the machhe and the mults of beam measurements. 

2. MAGNETIC CORRECTIONS 

The main magnet system of the racetrack microtron is 
composed of two 180’ main magnets with reverse field 
magnets for vertical stabibty. 
We screened the fringe region which extends in the 
injection ngioo, where beam energy is low, placing two 5 
mmthickARMcOironscmenintiontofthetwomagnets. 
The thidraess of ths screen was choose0 measuring the 
cumot after the first passage through the linac with the 
main magnets excited: we used differeot test iron dabs of 
inmasiog thickness until we rendled the same current we 
got without the influence of the main magnetic field. On 
account of the small availabk space we placed the radial 
correctingcoilsinsame cutsmadeforthispurposeinthe 
auxiliary poles in order to obtain an llorizootal focusing 
and compensate the effect of alignment errors (fig.2). Each 
coil is supplied by an Mipemknt power supply which 
furnkhes a maximum currunt of 1 A for a total of about 40 
power supplies. 

J fig.2 Auxiliary poles with correcting coik mounted or] 
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I0 order to improve the vertical focusing of the auxilhy 
poles that deceases quadratically with energy we placed 
some magnets outside of the vacuum chamber 00 the 
tubes on the side of the movable magnet. 

3. EXIRACTION 

The extraction at present is performed deflecting the beam 
by a magnet placed outside of the vacuum chamber in a 
10 cm straight tube in conispoudence of the eighth orbit 
A 6’ deflection lets the beam pass over the commoo axis 
sod exit throughout a tube on the side opposite to the 
injection system (fig.l). In this position a cunent monitor is 
placed. 

4. OPERAnON OF JZNEA RTM 

The ENEA R.TM is still in a pxeliminary operativity stage. 
Tbe maximum number of o&its is 18, but operation has up 
to now been limited to 8 orbits. This is due to delay in 
cwtructing t!kcmmic cootrols and to radiation safety 
reasons. We have operated tbe machine between 4.6 and 
5.3 enrgy gain per turn cormpondhg to au energy 
between 36 and 43 MeV extracting usually 809&O% of 
the beam current at the maximum energy. DiEennt 
configuratiom of the parameters and corrections leads to 
different distributions of tbc cmznt in the orbits (fig.3). 
The maximum current at the last orbit is depe&or of the 
energy gain and varies from 12 mA at 43 MeV to 24 mA at 
36 MeV. The maximum cumzot at 10 MeV, in the fhst 
complete &it is 120 mA but it is reached witb a tune of 
the parameters which does not allow to recirculate the 
beam throughout the other orbits. 
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fig.3 measured beam current 

Longitudinal instabilities have been observed at t&z last 
orbit (7-8) that can easily overcome simply moving linear 
accelerator. Pulse repetition rate ls always kept low (below 
10 Hz). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The ENEA racetrack microtron kis operated up to a 
maximum energy of 43 MeV with an extacted current of 12 
d. In the next months improvements of tbe controls and 
bunker wiIl allow a full energy check of the accelerator. A 
WW injectioo lioe quipped with a prebunching cavity is 
under design in order to improve the captwz efficiency. 
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